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When Did the Use of Bows and Arrows Cease? 409 

WHEN DID THE USE OF BOWS AND ARROWS CEASE? 
The finding, this summer, of a flint arrow-head at the north end 

of the Dells of the Wisconsin River raised the question of its probable 
age. Some of the residents state that a great Indian battle occurred 
at the spot where the arrow-head was found, sometime about 1820, 
and suggested that it was a relic of that fight; others, however, did not 
believe that bows and arrows were used in that part of the country 
after about 1800, and thought it antedated that year. 

This is a question to which I am wondering whether an authorita- 
tive answer can be given. Were not firearms in general use among the 
Indians of central Wisconsin after the beginning of the nineteenth 
century? 

J. M. W. PRATT, Milwaukee 

Wisconsin Indians began to obtain guns from the French as 
early as 1670, but they by no means abandoned their primitive 
weapons for firearms. Many settlers as late as the 1840's testify 
to having seen the tribesmen using bows and arrows. The guns 
were poor, made for the trade, easily got out of order, and the 
Indians themselves could not repair them. Every agency main- 
tained a blacksmith, whose chief work was the repairing of Indian 
guns. Thus bows and arrows were much used for hunting, and 
part of an Indian boy's education was the accurate shooting of 
small game with arrows. This answers your question concerning 
the modern use of arrow-heads. 

We have no tradition of an Indian battle at the Dells in 1820. 
The Wisconsin River Indians were in peaceful relations with one 
another. The Chippewa occasionally came down the stream, but 
its lower waters were Menominee territory and so far as we know 
there were no hostilities between these tribes except at a much 
earlier period. 

SIGNIFICANCE OF INDIAN NAMES 

I have heard different explanations of the meaning of the name 
"Winnebago." Please give me your. definition. 

Does "Neenah" mean "laughing water," or "running water"? 
I have heard that "Minnehaha" means "laughing water." 

JOHN P. SHIELLS, Neenah 

The word "Winnebago" was the name of an Indian tribe 
whose early habitat was around the lake of that name. The word 
really means "filthy" or "ill-smelling." It did not mean that this 
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